Why are you here?

No, really? Why?

To do something big?

To create something that lasts? To be someone who matters?

Maybe to earn a little more

How are you going to make all that happen?

Suffolk University right in the middle of downtown Boston

Suffolk's 50-plus graduate degree programs are grounded in the real world where you are and where you want to be

They're connected to the businesses the institutions the visionaries and the innovators that drive Boston New England and the world

Here you'll do practical work that makes an impact

Crafting public policy that works

uncovering business insights hidden in big data

directing and delivering effective health care

powering financial innovation that yields results

pushing the outer edges of design media and communication

You'll do it with faculty mentors who are connected to Boston's professional landscape and who offer proven pathways to employers
You'll do it with program options tailored to your career goals and to your schedule.

You'll do it with an alumni network that spans the globe and that opens doors to the places. You want to beat Suffolk is where Suffolk is how you'll go from aspiration to action.

Let's make it happen.